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Abstract

This Article develops a theory of the law governing financial fiduciaries (most notably trust law). We conceptualize financial fiduciaries law as a private law institution that enhances individual autonomy by enabling people to safely delegate to others the authority over a significant aspect of their welfarist interests. This ability is autonomy-enhancing because we can enlist others to perform an increasingly complex task that impacts our savings, pensions, and bequeathable fortunes. Safely delegating this task to others relieves us of this burden, freeing us to focus on our intrinsically valuable projects.

We argue that this telos requires attuning financial fiduciaries law to the complicated incentive structure created by the task of managing other people’s money, which implies a discretionary authority that is particularly susceptible to carelessness and abuse. It also entails that in addition to crafting optimal incentives, the law of financial fiduciaries should aim to ingrain the moral vocabulary of the loyalty injunction, for the cultural perception of trustees and similar financial fiduciaries as the quintessential figures of the ethical subject as economic subject plays a significant, albeit instrumental, role in how this ambitious private law institution functions.

Translating these prescriptions into legal technology justifies the traditional structure of the duty of loyalty doctrine, composed of the strict sole-interest rule alongside a long list of exceptions and exemptions. More importantly, however, our analysis demonstrates that to properly shape financial fiduciaries’ investment policy, and thus the content of their duty of care, lawmakers should reexamine their fee structure and treat fiduciary pay as an exception to the duty of loyalty that should be carefully scrutinized and periodically reassessed. Finally, our account
prescribes that although rules of financial fiduciaries law should not be mandatory, they should be formulated as sticky defaults that are tilted in the service of relatively weak and unsophisticated beneficiaries (or settlors).
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INTRODUCTION

Courts and commentators invoke fiduciary duties in rather divergent contexts, that is, with respect to a diverse range of relationships, from the most intimate (parents and children) to the most commercial (directors and shareholders), with numerous other categories in-between (think lawyers, physicians, agents, trustees, guardians, etc.). This Article focuses on one type of fiduciaries: those who manage our money. The typical example of such financial fiduciaries is professional trustees, but some of them may be neither professional nor trustees. Financial fiduciaries are responsible for people’s savings, pensions, and bequeathable fortunes. Their relationships with the beneficiaries of these enormous amounts of money—it is estimated that as much as $14 trillion are managed by the trustees of the U.S. pension funds system alone—warrant special

---

1 See, e.g., Paul B. Miller, Justifying Fiduciary Duties, 58 McGill L. J. * (* (2013)).
2 Examples of financial fiduciaries who are not trustees are executors, conservators, receivers, and trustees in bankruptcy (who are not trustees despite their title). RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF TRUST § 5 (1992).
3 See Federal Reserve Statistical Release, Flow of Funds Accounts of the United States 113 (Dec. 6, 2012), available at http://www.federalreserve.gov/releases/z1/Current/z1.pdf. We acknowledge that a subset of these pension account holders make at least some of their own investment decisions. But on the other hand, as the text implies, while the funds managed by pension trustees are probably the largest component of all funds held by trustees, there are other funds managed by financial fiduciaries, the composition and amounts of which are much less transparent. In any event, we note by comparison that the value of all corporate shares held directly by U.S. households stands at about $9 trillion, and the market value of U.S. households’ real estate is estimated at $17 trillion against which there are $9.5 trillion in mortgages. Id.
attention even if the conclusions of this inquiry turn out to be inapplicable to the other (also important, to be sure) types of fiduciary relationships.

Like other fiduciaries, these financial fiduciaries are bound by a duty of loyalty, which is oftentimes (justifiably) treated as a (if not the) defining characteristic of fiduciary law overall.\(^4\) If they are found in breach of this duty, they are required to disgorge their profits, a remedy that is also viewed as characterizing this area of the law.\(^5\) But while both the core content of the fiduciary relationship and its potential remedial implications are undisputed, the normative underpinnings of this body of law as well as many specific doctrinal issues, including the precise contents of the duty of loyalty, are far from being settled. (Another controversy, which we set aside here for reasons that will be clarified shortly, is whether we should think of fiduciary law as property-like, contract-like, or \textit{sui generis}.)

We contend that the law of financial fiduciaries is a private law institution aimed at enhancing people’s autonomy by allowing them to safely delegate to others (typically specialists) the authority over a significant aspect of their welfarist interests.\(^6\) In this Article, we hope to explain why we find this conception of a relationship between financial fiduciaries and the (true) owners of the money they manage normatively attractive, to show how it accommodates the most convincing insights of some existing approaches to the field, and to explore the ways in which our account both elucidates important aspects of the doctrine and offers some critical bite, namely: it reaffirms certain disputed rules and suggests the reform of others.

Part I sketches briefly the conceptual and normative framework of our inquiry: the construction of private law as a diverse set of institutions designed to empower people’s ability to be the authors of their lives. Part II extracts some building blocks for our theory from the existing literature on fiduciary law: private law formalists helpfully insist that we understand fiduciary law as part of private law and that we focus accordingly on the parties’ relationships and their rights and duties; lawyer economists, in turn, helpfully remind us that the main good people seek in having other people manage their money is utilitarian in nature; and moralists helpfully highlight both the material and expressive roles of the duty of loyalty in cultivating the intricate relationship such a delegation of authority entails.


\(^6\) To be sure, unlike private law purists, we do not claim that concerns that are external to the pertinent parties are never legitimate considerations for private law. See Hanoch Dagan, \textit{Reconstructing American Legal Realism & Rethinking Private Law Theory} ch. 5 (2013). Considering whether the macroeconomic or distributive consequences of financial fiduciaries law pass the threshold of legitimacy in this respect is beyond the scope of this Article. Cf. Joshua Getzler, “As If”: Accountability and Counterfactual Trust, 91 B.U.L. Rev. 973, 975-76 (2012).
Armed with these insights, we proceed, in Part III, to develop our own theory: we defend the animating principle of the law of financial fiduciaries, consider its prescriptions, and discuss its doctrinal implications. We argue that enabling the safe delegation of management of our money is autonomy-enhancing because it allows people to enlist others for this increasingly complex task and focus their time and attention on their intrinsically valuable projects. We further explain how the telos of enabling the reliable delegation of money management entails a delicate balance between material effects (emphasized by lawyer economists) and expressive ones (highlighted by moralists). Financial fiduciaries law must be attuned to the complicated incentive structure generated by the peculiar mission of managing other people’s money, which implies a discretionary authority that is particularly susceptible to both carelessness and abuse. But in addition to tailoring optimal incentives, the law of financial fiduciaries should also aim at ingraining a moral vocabulary epitomized by the loyalty injunction, for the cultural perception of trustees and similar financial fiduciaries as the quintessential figures of the ethical subject as economic subject has a significant, if instrumental, role in the functioning of this private law institution.

Translating these prescriptions into legal technology can explain and justify the traditional structure of the duty of loyalty doctrine, composed of the strict sole interest rule and a long list of exceptions and exemptions. More critically, our analysis demonstrates that in order to properly shape financial fiduciaries’ investment policies, and thus the content of their duty of care, lawmakers should reexamine the traditional fiduciary fee structure and, we further insist, fiduciary pay should be treated as an exception to the duty of loyalty and be carefully scrutinized and periodically reassessed. Finally, under our account, although rules of financial fiduciaries law should not be mandatory, they should be shaped as sticky defaults that are tilted towards serving relatively weak and unsophisticated beneficiaries (or settlors).

I. STRUCTURAL PLURALISM IN PRIVATE LAW

Private law theorists typically strive to formulate broad and unified normative theories of property, contracts, torts, and restitution. These structurally monist accounts suggest that there is one regulative principle—one value or one particular balance of values—that underlies (or should underlie) the various doctrines in these complex legal fields. Structural pluralism challenges this dominant paradigm; it embraces the vast heterogeneity of private law and celebrates the multiple forms characterizing its landscape. Multiplicity, under this approach, is neither a symptom of disorder nor a
source of confusion. Quite the contrary: what looks like a random mess from a monist viewpoint, which struggles to pigeonhole the entire terrain of a heterogeneous field (property, contracts, and the like) into one regulative principle, is a rich mosaic from a structural pluralism perspective. And this mosaic is valuable, indeed indispensable, for people’s autonomy.  

To see why, consider the conception of autonomy as self-authorship, under which people should, to some degree, be the authors of their own lives, choosing among worthwhile life plans with the ability to pursue those choices. As Joseph Raz explains, autonomy requires not only appropriate mental abilities and independence, but also “an adequate range of options.” Whereas a wide spectrum of sets of social forms is available in societies pursuing the ideal of autonomy, autonomy “cannot be obtained within societies which support social forms which do not leave enough room for individual choice.” For choice to be effective, for autonomy to be meaningful (other things being equal), there must be “more valuable options than can be chosen, and they must be significantly different,” so that choices entail “tradeoffs, which require relinquishing one good for the sake of another.” Thus, because autonomy admits and, indeed, underscores “the value of a large number of greatly differing pursuits among which individuals are free to choose,” valuing autonomy inevitably “leads to the endorsement of moral pluralism.”

Given the variety of acceptable human goods from which autonomous people should be able to choose, as well as their diverging constitutive values, the state must recognize a sufficiently diverse set of robust frameworks in which people can organize their lives. And because many of these values cannot be realistically actualized without the active support of viable legal institutions, private law should, within limits, ensure a wide range of such facilitative institutions. Hence, although the global coherence in monistic conceptions of broad private law fields such as property and contract is appealing, it is reasonable, and even desirable, for law to incorporate more than one set of principles and, consequently, more than one set of coherent doctrines. Accordingly, a structurally

---


10 Id. at 395.

11 Id. at 398.

12 Id. at 381, 399. Cf. ROBERT NOZICK, ANARCHY, STATE, AND UTOPIA 309-12 (1974).

pluralist private law must include, for each major category of human activity or interaction, sufficiently diverse types of institutions, each governed by a distinct regulative principle (namely, a different value or different balance of values); the boundaries between these institutions must be open to enable people to freely choose their goals, principles, forms of life, and associations.

Proactively facilitating the multiplicity of private law through structural pluralism curbs law’s power without undermining its normativity. The combination of the seemingly mundane ability of the law’s carriers to recruit the state’s monopolized power to enforce their judgments and the institutional and discursive features that tend to downplay law’s coercive power mandates wariness of assigning much power to lawmakers who, as human beings, can make mistakes and, at times, even prefer their self-interest to the public good. A commitment to structural pluralism follows this injunction, because it opens up alternatives for choice rather than channeling everyone to the one possibility privileged by law. A pluralist private law regime thus allows individuals to navigate their course so as to bypass certain legal prescriptions, avoiding their implications and, hence, the power of those who have issued them.

Structural pluralism’s acute attention to the power of law does not lead it to neglect law’s normativity. \(^{14}\) Quite the contrary: a structurally pluralist private law is profoundly normative. Each one of its categories encompasses a set of precise rules and informative standards that are shaped by a distinct regulative principle. Although many of these rules and standards function—as they should in an autonomy-based private law regime—as defaults, the frameworks of social interaction and cooperation that private law facilitates are necessarily limited in number and their contents relatively standardized. These features enable private law not only to consolidate people’s expectations regarding the core types of human relationships, but also to express the law’s normative ideals for these types of social interaction.

Structural pluralism advocates a major shift in private law theory, which informs this Article: that rather than searching for unifying normative accounts of property, contracts, torts, restitution, and, for that matter, fiduciary law in their entirety, we should redirect our efforts towards reviving the inquiry of the specific private law institutions. Accordingly, the main task of private law theory is to distil the distinct human ideals embodied in the various private law institutions and elucidate how each of those institutions contributes to human flourishing. To be sure, with many private law institutions, the law often falls short of the human ideals their regulative principle

---

\(^{14}\) It should come as no surprise that structural pluralism accommodates law’s power as well as its normativity, given the former’s reliance on the legal realist conception of law as a dynamic set of institutions that embodies three sets of constitutive tensions: between power and reason, science and craft, and tradition and progress. See Dagan, supra note 6, at chs. 1, 8, 9.
purports to represent. But rather than challenging structural pluralism, these discrepancies highlight its practical significance as a source of critique and reform that can force private law institutions to live up to their implicit promises and push lawmakers to craft innovative private law institutions.

II. NEW LESSONS FROM THE RECEIVED WISDOMS

Our understanding of fiduciary law fits squarely the structural pluralist conception of private law. For us, the law of financial fiduciaries—the subset of fiduciary law we address in this Article—is a private law institution aimed at expanding people’s autonomy by allowing them to safely delegate to others (typically specialists) the authority over a significant aspect of their welfarist interests. As with other private law institutions, fleshing out the regulative principle of fiduciary law can enhance our understanding of this important body of law while pointing to ways to reform it. But before we outline this understanding and investigate its doctrinal implications, it is worthwhile to visit three perspectives on fiduciary law. Although we do not endorse any of these accounts, each provides useful building blocks for our own theory.

A. Formalism

Paul Miller has developed a sophisticated account of the “juridical justification” of fiduciary duties and fiduciary remedies. Miller’s theory does not look at fiduciary law as an “object of justification.” Rather, it “treats the juridical character of [fiduciary law] as a source ... of justification,” seeking to “reveal” the “internal principle of organization” embedded in this “juridical concept or form” of liability. As such, Miller claims, his formal account “implies nothing beyond the coherence of the normative structure of [a given basis] of private liability,” yet it does, he insists, “enjoy analytical priority over philosophical justification.”

Miller argues that “fiduciary duties are distinctive and supported by reasons derived from formal properties of the fiduciary relationship.” He defines a fiduciary relationship as “one in which one party (the fiduciary) exercises discretionary power over the significant practical interests of another (the beneficiary).” More specifically, fiduciary

16 Miller, supra note 1, at *.
17 Miller, supra note 15, at *.
18 Miller, supra note 1, at *.
power, which is “the constitutive characteristic of the fiduciary relationship,” is “a form of authority derived from capacities constitutive of the legal personality” of another person (typically the beneficiary). This authority applies to a variety of “objects of decision-making ordinarily within the exclusive legal capacity of the person granting authority to the fiduciary,” ranging from “aspects of personality of corporate or natural persons who lack legal capacity” to matters of rights or welfare of corporate and natural persons. In all these matters, “[p]ower is vested in fiduciaries to enable them to act for or on behalf of beneficiaries or to otherwise serve their interests,” rendering “rightful conduct that would otherwise be wrongful.” This fiduciary authority has three important qualities: it is “discretionary in nature,” allowing “latitude for judgment by the person invested with authority in determining its exercise”; it is “relational” to “a specific individual or group” and “derivative” of the legal capacities of others; and it is “specific,” as opposed to “plenary.”

These “formal properties of the fiduciary relationship” explain Miller’s understanding of fiduciary power as “a capacity integral to the legal personality of another”; they also underlie, for him, both the content and function of the duty of loyalty. Fiduciary power legitimates “a limited form of legal substitution” by enabling the fiduciary to exercise “legal capacities of the beneficiary or those of a benefactor.” This means that “the fiduciary relationship has an asymmetrical formal structure,” with the fiduciary occupying the “dominant position,” thereby setting up dependence and vulnerability to misuse (or careless exercise) of authority as inherent features of the relationship. Furthermore, “[t]he purpose for which fiduciary power is held” is also “implicit in [this] substitutive nature.” Fiduciary power “enables one person to act purposively on behalf of another.” More importantly (at least for us), “[t]he ability to confer fiduciary power ... enhances one’s ability to effectively pursue one’s purposes, for it enables one to draw upon means of a fiduciary (e.g., skills, knowledge, experience, professional licensure) in having a capacity exercised by the fiduciary as a substitute.”

The substitutive nature of the fiduciary relationship justifies, Miller contends, both the fiduciary obligation and the typical consequence of its breach. Being “an extension of the legal personality of the person from whose capacity it is derived,” fiduciary power should be treated as a means “derived from or devoted to the beneficiary” and, thus, “belonging rightfully” and “exclusively” to the beneficiary and “held for advancement of [her] ends alone.” The duty of loyalty “secures this status” of the fiduciary power “by
proscribing its appropriation by the fiduciary,”24 thereby ensuring that the beneficiary’s claim over fiduciary power is “invariably exclusive.”25 In other words, because this claim derives from the beneficiary’s personality, fiduciary disloyalty “entails exploitation in the sense of a person being treated as a mere means.”26 This is, Miller asserts, the rationale for the harsh disgorgement remedy typifying fiduciary law. A fiduciary who “receives unauthorized profit from the exercise of fiduciary power” is treating that power as “a means of her own,” instead of exercising it for the beneficiary’s benefit alone. This violation of the beneficiary’s exclusive entitlement “necessarily extends to gains associated” with the fiduciary’s exercise of this power, because these gains “belong” to the beneficiary “as an incident of its exclusive claim over the powers constitutive of [her] personality.” Thus, properly understood, disgorgement simply vindicates the beneficiary’s right by restoring to her “gains to which she was entitled by virtue of [that] right and [its] juridical justification.”27

Miller argues that the explanatory force of his theory is boosted by its ability to account for hard cases in which full disgorgement is currently available although “the wrong done is merely technical.” For example, Miller accepts the applicability of the conflicts rule even where a fiduciary acts “in, and because of, a genuine belief that in so doing she is [serving] the best interests of the beneficiary.” Although the fiduciary’s “salutary motivation” may be “morally and practically significant to fiduciaries and beneficiaries,” it properly bears no legal significance since “[f]iduciaries are not required to avoid conflicts simply for fear of potentially adverse outcomes of conflicted judgment” but, rather, “because the power acted upon through judgment is itself a means belonging exclusively to the beneficiary.” Similarly, Miller endorses the strict application of disgorgement where “the fiduciary profits from a conflict but causes no harm to, or [even] achieves a good outcome for, the beneficiary,” because “outcomes are immaterial to the beneficiary’s legal entitlement to [these] profits,” which is “rooted in his exclusive claim over fiduciary power as a means.” In the same vein, Miller argues that his theory nicely explains why the conflict of interest rule focuses on personal interests that “arise during the execution of the mandate” and not on the fiduciary’s “interests in compensation,” which “are determined before the mandate is undertaken on the understanding that the interests of the beneficiary will govern its execution.” Although he realizes that remuneration arrangements may be structured in a way that generates a

24 Miller, supra note 1, at *.
25 Miller, supra note 15, at *.
26 Miller, supra note 15, at *.
27 Miller, supra note 15, at *.
conflict, Miller seems content with the conventional view under which they are not covered by the conflicts rule.  

* * *

Miller mentions (almost in passing) the autonomy-enhancing function of the fiduciary relationship, but his juridical analysis does not rely on this telos. Rather, the engine of his account is the claim that the beneficiary necessarily holds a “sole and despotic dominion”—to use the Blackstonian conception of property, which Miller repeatedly invokes as analogy—over fiduciary power. And the reason for the alleged necessity of the beneficiary’s exclusivity lies, in his view, in the nature of that power as an extension of the beneficiary’s personality.

But is this indeed the proper way to construe fiduciary power? Miller’s claim seems to rest on the presupposition that whereas in certain categories of fiduciary law, the fiduciary’s authority relates to welfarist interests of the beneficiary, in others it implicates “matters of rights” and “aspects of personality.” Should, indeed, all of these very different interests have been necessarily lumped together, a “leveling up” of the beneficiary’s claim to the fiduciary power might have been required to prevent the use of the beneficiary’s person as a means to the fiduciary’s ends. Exclusivity could have then been safely regarded as conceptually necessary. But at least from the structural pluralist perspective we are taking, there is no need—certainly not an a priori one—to assume that the delegation of all these interests is governed by a sole regulative principle. Rather, the substantive differences among the types of interests at hand could justify divergent treatment; fiduciary law could encompass, in other words, a number of distinct private law institutions. And once we limit our focus to welfarist interests, there is no longer a conceptual necessity to perceive the beneficiary’s entitlement to the fiduciary power as exclusive. Certainly, this conclusion does not suggest that beneficiaries are not exclusively entitled to the fiduciary’s power or that the more specific rules Miller discusses are necessarily wrong. But the failure of the attempt to derive the content of the duty of loyalty and the implications of disloyalty from the duty’s juridical form means that these propositions should not be taken as a given. Moreover, caution is also called for

---

28 Miller, supra note 15, at *.
30 Miller, supra note 1, at *; Miller, supra note 15, at *.
31 This critique (as further elaborated in this paragraph) applies also to Avihay Dorfman, On Trust and Transubstantiation: Mitigating the Excesses of Ownership (in this volume).
32 Cf. Tamar Frankel, Fiduciary Law 8-10 (2011).
33 This critique echoes, of course, the conceptual critique of the Blackstonian understanding of property. See generally Dagan, supra note 8, Part I.
regarding Miller’s celebration of his theory’s successful accounting for rules that seem substantively questionable, because—like other legal theories that take accepted adjudicative law as their source of justification—his theory of fiduciary law is susceptible to the “professional hazard” of apology.  

And yet, its faults notwithstanding, Miller’s account offers two important lessons. First, although the notion that form (or juridical justification) enjoys analytical priority over substance (or normative justification)—or even that form can properly be analyzed while bracketing substance—is misguided, the idea that fiduciary law should be analyzed within the framework of private law (rather than as a means to promote the aggregate welfare or society’s overall morality) is valuable in itself. Second, although Miller’s theory improperly sets aside the telos of fiduciary law, it helpfully mentions the good that fiduciary law as a private law institution can advance when alluding to its autonomy-enhancing potential.

As we argue in Part III, the key to understanding the law of financial fiduciaries and guiding its proper interpretation and future development is to figure out its precise role in an autonomy-based private law and to study the ways in which it can best perform this function. In engaging in this task—and so as to avoid the “juridical trap” of over-abstraction—we need to direct some attention to the specific type of beneficiary interests on which this Article focuses. Although our account begins with autonomy as private law’s ultimate value and, thus, also the animating value of fiduciary law, we take seriously structural pluralism’s dictate to shape private law institutions along the lines of the goods they offer. Insofar as welfarist types of fiduciary relationships are concerned, this means that our autonomy-based perspective is necessarily interested in—and should potentially incorporate—the economic analysis of fiduciary law.

B. Efficiency

The conventional economic analysis conceptualizes private law—explicitly or implicitly—as a complex set of incentives for inducing potential transactors to maximize aggregate social welfare, conventionally interpreted in terms of preference satisfaction. But the leading, and starkest, version of the economic account of fiduciary law focuses on the micro interaction fiduciary law anticipates, rather than on its aggregate consequences, and is thus helpful for our analysis.

---


Frank Easterbrook and Daniel Fischel advance a contractarian view of the fiduciary relationship, which leaves no room for anything else: “Fiduciary duties are not special duties; they have no moral footing; they are the same sort of obligations, derived and enforced in the same way, as other contractual undertakings.”36 When one person seeks the help of another to achieve a certain goal, the parties can write an explicit contract—if the task is simple enough and efforts sufficiently observable and verifiable. However, “when the task is complex, when efforts will span a substantial time, when the principal cannot measure (or evaluate) the agent’s effort, when an assessment of the outcome is not a good substitute for measuring effort ... a detailed contract would be silly.”37 In this world of incomplete contracts,38 where an agent’s efforts and achievements are exceedingly hard to monitor, fiduciary duties replace explicit contracting. The easily observable and verifiable no-conflict rule of the duty of loyalty ensures that the agent remains committed to achieving the objectives of the contract,39 and the duty of care ensures that she performs her role well. Most importantly, “because this process is contractual—because both the principal and agent enter this [undertaking] for gain—the details should be those that maximize that gain, which the contracting parties can divide.”40 On this view, legal decisionmakers must fill fiduciary duties with the content that maximizes the parties’ welfare. This is what the parties themselves would do in a world of complete contracts, rather than follow any moral consideration, which might frustrate their will. Just as the law cannot “make tenants better off by requiring all apartments to have three bedrooms,”41 it cannot make beneficiaries better off by holding trustees to a higher standard than what would be agreed to in a hypothetical contract. An effort to bolster the fiduciary duty any further would be doomed, since “a beneficiary who does not value the new service or higher degree of loyalty at more than the cost of providing it is worse off, the opposite of the court’s objective.”42


37 Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 36, at 426.


40 Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 36, at 426.

41 Id. at 431.

42 Id.
This approach to shaping the contents of fiduciary duties explains their substantial variation across different types of fiduciary relationships. Consider the duty of care. In the corporate arena, the duty is quite lax. Managers make their business decisions with impunity thanks to the business judgment rule, which—both theoretically and empirically—shields them from liability for any but the most egregious behavior. In trust law, in contrast, the duty of care is quite stringent. A trustee is held to a relatively strict standard of prudence. Economic analysis, by drawing on the welfare-maximization hypothetical-contracting standard, provides a rationale for this divergence. Since corporate managers are required to take on risky ventures, they must be shielded from judges’ and juries’ hindsight bias when their decisions turn out badly. Since shareholders want their managers to engage in such ventures, they would agree to protect them from this bias. In contrast, trustees typically can diversify their trusts, so as to protect the beneficiaries, at low cost. The difference between these duties of care, therefore, derives from the divergent interests of the beneficiaries of the respective duties.

This example illustrates for Easterbrook and Fischel that there is no sense in searching for a distinctive and unifying character to fiduciary law:

Scholars of non- or antieconomic bent have trouble coming up with a unifying approach to fiduciary duties because they are looking for the wrong thing. They are looking for something special about fiduciary relations. There is nothing special to find. ... [T]here is no subject here, and efforts to unify it on a ground that presumes its distinctiveness are doomed.

One important implication of this analysis is its strong endorsement of mutability, which explains why lawyer economists typically view the fiduciary duties as a simple garden-variety default that the parties should be able to override at will.

Finally, by focusing on the incentive structure typifying fiduciary relationships, the economic analysis provides a powerful justification for disgorgement as a remedy for

---

44 See infra text accompanying notes 151-155.
46 We return to this issue and refine this statement in Part III.B.3.
47 Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 36, at 438.
disloyalty. As Robert Cooter and Bradley Freedman note, breaches of the duty of loyalty—unlike breaches of other contractual commitments—may be hard to detect, because of two structural features of the fiduciary relationship. First, the beneficiary’s interests are subject to the fiduciary’s discretion; the fiduciary is charged with controlling and managing an asset so as to serve the beneficiary’s best interests and must use her own expertise and judgment to do so. Second, the management of the asset in question involves inherent risks and uncertainty, and therefore, a bad outcome cannot easily be tied to a breach of the duty of loyalty. Under these conditions, the economics of enforcement suggest that “the optimal sanction for breach of the duty of loyalty must exceed the fiduciary’s profit.” Fiduciary law usually achieves this through the remedy of disgorgement of profits, fortifying it with burden-shifting rules and strict presumptions.

This understanding of disgorgement implies that its availability is related to the problem of deterrence. This could explain why in some fiduciary settings—particularly the corporate kind—disgorgement is uncommon. In these contexts, underdeterrence may be beneficial in order “to spur the fiduciary to discover and exploit opportunities,” due to the market devices that provide the fiduciary “with incentive compensation to align her interest with that of the [beneficiary].” To be sure, in many (most?) fiduciary contexts, setting up the most efficient remedial response is quite an intricate task. But even in these contexts, focusing on the parties’ incentives helps account for the broad prevalence of disgorgement as a species of “penalty default” rule, which induces fiduciaries to express contracting, namely: to negotiate with their beneficiaries to secure their specific consent to transactions that would ostensibly violate the duty of loyalty.

* * *

Economic analyses that take private law to be merely a form of aggregate-welfare-increasing regulation, indistinguishable from other regulatory regimes, prompt familiar debates as to the desirability of conceptualizing the public good in terms of aggregate

---

49 See Cooter & Freedman, supra note 39, at 1046-47.
51 See Cooter & Freedman, supra note 39, at 1053-55.
52 See Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 36, at 436.
preference satisfaction and—more relevant for our purposes—the legitimacy of using private law for such collectivist purposes. Rehashing this controversy is not necessary here. Although the economic analysis of fiduciary law summarized above was articulated by some of the most outspoken defenders of efficiency as law’s ultimate goal, it explicitly presents welfare maximization in a very different way. There, welfare is an instrumental good, significant not in and of itself but because it is the typical goal of the people who use financial fiduciaries law. Framed this way, a welfarist analysis provides important data for any autonomy-based account of financial fiduciaries law properly attuned to the welfarist goods this institution can help people secure. What ultimately matters, in this view, is the way law offers people choices that would otherwise be practically unavailable. Welfarist considerations are important because the relevant choices provided by financial fiduciaries law are contingent on how well it generates welfarist consequences that allow people to safely delegate the authority over an important aspect of their welfarist interests.

And yet this canonical economic analysis of fiduciary law, which insists that there is nothing special (“there is no subject”) to fiduciary relationship, is disappointing. To begin with, the notion that identifying a fiduciary relationship as a species of contract resolves our theoretical question is misguided. Properly understood, contract is not a simple, unified body of doctrine, but rather a loose umbrella covering a rather diverse set of contract types. Contract law actively empowers people to form collaborative voluntary arrangements—both discrete and impersonal as well as long-term and relational—by providing a broad menu of divergent background regimes for such risky undertakings in the various relevant spheres of contracting (home, intimacy, work, and commerce). An autonomy-based contract theory should, therefore, be attentive to the structural pluralist prescription that people be provided with a sufficiently diverse set of frameworks to organize their various endeavors and interpersonal relationships. Hence, even were we to classify fiduciary law as a form of contract—an issue we do not address in this Article—we would still have to think about the distinct features of this contract type and their doctrinal implications.

56 For a concise review of this controversy, see supra note 6, at ch. 5
57 We do not deny the possibility of an inverse reading, in which the parties’ choices acquire their significance only for epistemological reasons, as a means to secure the maximization of aggregate utility.
The economic analysis is certainly not unhelpful in this context. Its main insight for our purposes clarifies the inherent challenge of expanding people’s autonomy by allowing them to delegate the authority over a significant share of their estate—namely, the susceptibility of this authority to abuse. The economic analysis sensibly tells us that in figuring out how to contend with this challenge, we need to keep in mind both the welfarist goals of all the parties involved and the divergent consequences likely to arise in the different legal regimes given the distinct incentives they generate to the parties. This line of analysis elucidates the significance of the duty of loyalty as well as the disgorgement remedy. Indeed, unlike its formalist counterpart, the economic analysis accounts for this typical remedy for fiduciary disloyalty without stipulating the content of the beneficiary’s entitlement and, thus, provides useful tools for refining its details.  

Yet by dismissing the unique quality of fiduciary law as a private law institution—by arguing, for example, that “some persons [simply] start calling some contractual relations ‘Fiduciary,’” whenever “transaction costs reach a particularly high level” —lawyer economists obscure, and may even undermine, important aspects of this body of law. To see why, recall that under structural pluralism, private law institutions have two chief roles: stabilizing the expectations of people who invoke them and expressing our social ideals with respect to the institutions. Discarding the normative core of fiduciary law disables these functions, which is particularly detrimental in light of their subtle interaction. As Melanie Leslie argues, stripping fiduciary duties of their moral content might “dilute the stigma” of opportunistic behavior. This unfortunate expressive consequence, she maintains, may, in turn, have implications on the material front as well, given the typical weakness of other means of guarding against financial fiduciaries abuse (such as threat of exit, monitoring by the pertinent parties, or the disciplinary power of the market). Chipping away at the normative force of the duty of loyalty not only can damage the functioning of the law of financial fiduciaries but may also impair its ability to optimally promote autonomy. Thus, our autonomy-based theory of financial fiduciaries law must also look to virtue-based accounts of this institution for some insights.

60 See also Joshua Getzler, Rumford Market and the Genesis of Fiduciary Obligations, in MAPPING THE LAW: ESSAYS IN MEMORY OF PETER BIRKS 577, 586 (Andrew Burrows & Alan Rodger eds., 2006).

61 Easterbrook & Fischel, supra note 36, at 438.


C. Virtue

Peter Birks has suggested that to capture the distinctive feature of trust law—the quintessential example of a doctrine that deals with financial fiduciaries—we should organize the “primary obligations recognized by the law” according to the “degree of altruism” they entail.\(^\text{64}\) In general, “law is very cautious, almost minimalist in its demands,”\(^\text{65}\) requiring only that we “take other people into consideration, and to that extent curb our pursuit of our own interests, where reasonable care would prevent reasonably foreseeable harm.”\(^\text{66}\) Only in “special circumstances” does law go beyond the first, negative “degree of legally obligatory altruism” and “requires us to take positive action to improve another’s position.”\(^\text{67}\) Finally, the “third and highest degree of legally obligatory altruism” is that of the trustee, because she “must not only take care of the interests of another but must do so disinterestedly,”\(^\text{68}\) namely: “uninfluenced by any competing interest of [her] own.”\(^\text{69}\) Indeed, for Birks, “the core fiduciary obligation—the core trust obligation—is the compound obligation to take active care and to do so disinterestedly.”\(^\text{70}\) This “very rare obligation in the third degree of altruism is found in the express trustee.”\(^\text{71}\) In line with our cautious approach regarding the multiplicity of fiduciary institutions, however, Birks adds that although the word “fiduciary” may be legitimately used to refer to “persons in trustee-like positions,” we should be careful in so doing because this degree of altruism “does not attach to every fiduciary.”\(^\text{72}\)

Birks’s “positive duty” approach is “incomplete,” Lionel Smith claims,\(^\text{73}\) and he refines it in two ways. First, Smith insists on understanding the fiduciary relationship as “premised on a voluntary undertaking to assume an office to which the law attaches fiduciary obligations, or ... to put another’s interests ahead of one’s own.”\(^\text{74}\) This ensures

\(^{64}\) Peter Birks, The Content of the Fiduciary Obligation, 34 ISR. L. REV. 3, 17 (2000). Birks defines altruism as “action in the interests of another or the disposition to act in the interests of another.” Id. at 14.

\(^{65}\) Id. at 17.

\(^{66}\) Id. at 18.

\(^{67}\) Id. at 17. Birks is referring, of course, to the duty of rescue type of cases. Id. at 19-20.

\(^{68}\) Id. at 3. See also LEONARD I. ROTMAN, FIDUCIARY LAW 244 (2005) (“the fiduciary concept imposes law’s highest ethical standards”).

\(^{69}\) Birks, supra note 64, at 17. See also Meinard v. Salmon, 164 N.E. 545, 546-48 (N.Y. 1928) (per Cardozo, C.J.).

\(^{70}\) Birks, supra note 64, at 38.

\(^{71}\) Id. at 37.

\(^{72}\) Id.


\(^{74}\) Id. at 61.
that fiduciary law’s prophylactic rules are not “inconsistent with the internal rationality of private law,” namely, that it properly focuses on “the relationship between plaintiff and defendant, and their conduct that gave rise to the litigation,” rather than on attempting to “influence the conduct of others in the future.”  

Furthermore—and here is Smith’s second refinement—the duty of loyalty is qualitatively different from other duties. The duty of loyalty is “distinct in character, and not just in the particularly high standard” it prescribes, and therefore the attempt to understand it “in terms of results will always fail.” The duty of loyalty “is a kind of adjectival obligation,” which focuses on the “manner of doing what one does.” A fiduciary must exercise fiduciary powers “in what he perceives to be the best interests of the beneficiary.” Thus, “the real heart” of the duty of loyalty is “in the justiciability of motive”; it is “a duty to act (or not) with the right motive.”

Under this construction, fiduciary law’s prophylactic rules are intended not to prevent “any particular result” but to protect “against disloyalty, which is not motivated by harm as such, but rather by motive.” Smith acknowledges, of course, that these duties (the no-conflict rule and the no-profits rule) “are not judged by motives but by events in the world”; however, he insists that they “grow properly out of the voluntarily undertaken duty of loyalty.” These rules “are triggered by situations in which it may be especially difficult to know with what motive the fiduciary acted, because the fiduciary is subject to conflicting motivational pressures.” In such circumstances, “to leave your beneficiary wondering whether you had been disloyal, or to force him to prove disloyalty” would be “inconsistent” with an “undertaking to be loyal.”

* * *

75 Id.
76 Id. at 62.
77 Id. at 65.
78 Id. at 73.
79 Id. at 65.
80 Id. at 70. See also Arthur B. Laby, The Fiduciary Obligation as the Adoption of Ends, 56 BUFF. L. REV. 99, 135 (2008).
81 Smith, supra note 73, at 69.
82 Id. at 65. See also Laby, supra note 80, at 129.
83 Smith, supra note 73, at 74. This explains, Smith claims, why “carelessness as such is never a breach of the duty of loyalty.” Id. at 73.
84 Id. at 75-76.
85 Id. at 74.
86 Id. at 76.
Standing on its own, this moralist account of fiduciary law may seem questionable. It is unclear why beneficiaries are owed the highest degree of altruism (á la Birks), or why law should be particularly concerned with motives in the context of fiduciary relationships (á la Smith). After all, as Annette Baier contends, whereas in the context of moral relationships, fidelity is virtuous, it may well be immoral in the context of immoral relationships, where “trust-busting” can actually be the “morally proper goal.” And while many, maybe most, fiduciary relationships are moral, neither Birks nor Smith explains why they are subject, as Birks notes, to higher moral standards than all other categories of interpersonal relationships. Furthermore, whereas with some other private law institutions, such as marital property and certain types of relational contracts, trust can be understood as a constitutive, intrinsically valuable component of the relationship, there are no parallel intrinsic communal goods in our relationship with our money managers. The latter relationship is purely instrumental for us, which means that people care about their fortunes and not about the virtues of their managers. A law that respects, as it must, the reasons why people typically resort to this private law institution should also similarly respect their approach to the relationship created.

But as with the efficiency analysis, we read the moralist accounts of fiduciaries law not as stand-alone theories but as valuable input for our autonomy-based account. The starting point of this reading is Smith’s refinements, which construct the fiduciary relationship as a form of voluntary obligation—a private law institution in our terminology—that is characterized by, indeed dependent upon, intense emphasis on the fiduciary’s other-regarding dispositions. However, in order to understand why “the theme of morality” (“Loyalty, fidelity, faith, and honor”) should form the “basic vocabulary” of this private law institution, we need to recall some of the insights gleaned from the

89 Thus, although we agree with Matthew Harding that “a main purpose of fiduciary law ought to be to enable people to form, maintain and develop relationships characterized by a cycle of trust and trustworthiness,” we insist that in the context of financial fiduciaries, the parties’ attitudes are of purely instrumental value, so that facilitating such relationships in “terms of detachment” by “mimic[ing] the normative world of trust” is not “a matter of regret.” Matthew Harding, *Trust and Fiduciary Law*, 33 OXFORD J. LEGAL STUD. 81, 96-97, 100-02 (2013).
economic analysis regarding the perverse incentives inherent to the fiduciary relationship and appreciate, with Leslie, fidelity’s instrumental role in contending with these incentives.\textsuperscript{93}

Irit Samet’s justification for stringent disgorgement for disloyalty reinforces this point. She argues that the fiduciary’s discretionary authority is vulnerable to abuse because fiduciaries—facing the temptation of profit in instances of potential conflict of interest—are “especially prone to self-deception and the biased judgment it yields.”\textsuperscript{94} This is a significant risk, she claims, because “[t]he all too human tendency to give charitable interpretation to our own actions and motivations endangers any social institution that is based on trust and integrity.”\textsuperscript{95} Self-deception “enables virtuous people to justify their dishonest actions to themselves”\textsuperscript{96} by “turn[ing] off the inner voice of conscience so that immorality can go through undetected by the conscious self”\textsuperscript{97} and “subverting the process of evidence and weighing, thus ... (mis)leading one to view illegitimate actions as permitted (or even prescribed).”\textsuperscript{98} The solution—or at least a solution—to this problem in such cases, Samet says, is “to eliminate the process of deliberation.” That is to say, fiduciaries must be “prevent[ed] ... from asking themselves whether a transaction that serves their interest is also good for their principals,” which is exactly what the law does when it sets a bright-line no conflict rule.\textsuperscript{99}

III. FINANCIAL FIDUCIARIES IN THE SERVICE OF AUTONOMY

A. The Regulative Principle of Financial Fiduciaries Law

Our main claim regarding the law of financial fiduciaries emerges from this survey of the formalist, economic, and moralist accounts of fiduciary law: As may be recalled, we reject the formalist attempt to derive the core of fiduciary law from its juridical form and are cautious about the assumption that all fiduciary categories must be governed by the same principle. Yet we do support the notion that financial fiduciary law should be

\textsuperscript{93} This role may have its historical roots in an era when the relationship between fiduciaries and their beneficiaries was governed solely by ethical (extra-legal) norms. See David J. Seipp, Trust and Fiduciary Duty in the Early Common Law, 91 B.U. L. Rev. 1011, 1016 (2011).


\textsuperscript{95} Id. at 781.

\textsuperscript{96} Id. at 774.

\textsuperscript{97} Id. at 765.

\textsuperscript{98} Id. at 775.

\textsuperscript{99} Id. at 765, See also Margaret M. Blair & Lynn A. Stout, Trust, Trustworthiness, and the Behavioral Foundations of Corporate Law, 149 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1735, 1785, 1787 (2001).
analyzed as an institution of private law and, furthermore, accept the important autonomy-enhancing role of financial fiduciaries vis-à-vis the beneficiaries and/or benefactors as the *telos* of that institution.\(^{100}\) For this reason we also endorse the economic account mandate that financial fiduciaries law must be attuned to the good for which people invoke it, which is welfarist in nature: people want to be able to rely on the time and expertise of others to manage significant aspects of their welfarist interests. This means that even those who doubt efficiency as the ultimate goal of private law must concede the significance of the economic analysis prescriptions for making our doctrine as conducive as possible to fiduciary law’s beneficiaries. This conclusion, however, is a far cry from the reductionist position taken by the lawyer economists, who insist that the law of financial fiduciaries lacks the special features that would justify its treatment as a distinct subject and dismiss its moral underpinnings. As we just concluded, the moral vocabulary of financial fiduciaries law may well be criticized if taken as its underpinning. Yet it is no coincidence that the expressive injunction of loyalty lies at the core of our subject-matter, in light of the significant, albeit instrumental, role of trust and fidelity in this private law institution.

To appreciate these lessons, we need to return to our starting point, namely, that the role of private law is to enhance people’s autonomy by facilitating forms of interpersonal interactions that are conducive to human flourishing. People, of course, need not resort to any of these private law institutions. They are simply a repertoire of reliable frameworks for voluntary arrangements available to people in pursuing their projects and ends of choice.\(^{101}\) The law of financial fiduciaries, we maintain, exemplifies a main tenet of structural pluralism, that law is a major instrument for facilitating many of these forms of interaction. These forms of interaction face endemic difficulties, such as information costs (symmetric and asymmetric), cognitive biases, and heightened risks of opportunistic behavior,\(^{102}\) alongside more cultural obstacles, that make it hard to imagine forms of

\(^{100}\) As the text implies, our account brackets the difficult issue of possible tensions between the autonomy of beneficiaries and that of benefactors. One particularly notorious aspect of this difficulty, which arises especially in some contexts of family and other private trusts, is, of course, that of the “dead hand” dilemma: “Individual freedom to dispose of [property] cannot simultaneously be allowed and fully maintained. If the donor of a property interest tries to restrict the donee’s freedom to dispose of that interest, the legal system, in deciding whether to enforce or void that restriction, must resolve whose freedom it will protect, that of the donor or that of the donee.” Gregory S. Alexander, *The Dead Hand and the Law of Trusts in the Nineteenth Century*, 37 STAN. L. REV. 1189, 1189 (1985).


interaction that are not (yet) widely recognized and named.\textsuperscript{103} The task of recognizing and naming is, especially in modern times, often performed by the law. Indeed, private law’s autonomy-enhancing function is rarely exhausted by way of a hands-off policy and receptive approach to freedom of contract. Rather, law must actively empower its institutional arrangements, including through reliable guarantees against opportunistic behavior.

Financial fiduciaries law is one—particularly challenging—type of these arrangements.\textsuperscript{104} It complies with the Razian injunction of autonomy-enhancing because it adds an option, and a valuable one at that: the reliable delegation of authority over a significant aspect of one’s welfarist interests. Delegating this authority bolsters autonomy because it enables us to enlist the superior skills, knowledge, and experience (and thus, arguably, judgment), or the professional licensure of others for a task that is, for most of us, crucial, either because it impacts our own financial future (as with savings and pensions) or because it affects our ability to secure the well-being of our loved-ones or advance a cause we care deeply about after we die (as with many trusts). Enabling such a delegation is autonomy-enhancing also because the alternative seems daunting given the resources—in time and expertise—that the proper management of our money requires. The ability to \textit{safely} delegate this task to others removes these burdens so that we can focus on intrinsically valuable projects.

To properly perform this twofold autonomy-enhancing role, financial fiduciaries law must be responsive to the goal for which it is invoked, namely: managing the beneficiary’s estate (or a significant portion thereof). It must be suited to the particular incentive structure created by its inherent circumstances, where the discretionary authority is particularly susceptible to both carelessness and (even more prominently) abuse. Fiduciary law’s openly prophylactic treatment of disloyalty should therefore not be understood (as private law formalists often argue) as an illegitimate use of private law


\textsuperscript{104} Cf. J.E. Penner, \textit{An Untheory of the Law of Trusts, or Some Notes Towards Understanding the Structure of Trust Law Doctrine}, 63 CUR. LEGAL PROBS. 653, 665 (2010). Penner characterizes trust law, similar to the way we typify it, as “a very particular sort of legal device, the use of which by subjects of the law is essentially facilitative to allow them to pursue projects not capable of being pursued otherwise.” \textit{Id.} at 665-66. But while correctly insisting that private law must regard itself as providing good (or at least sound), and not simply possible, facilitative devices (\textit{id.} at 669), Penner asserts that, at least in a legal setting, it makes no sense to invoke moral principles in arguing about law’s core principles. \textit{Id.} at 666-67. In this sense, our account of the facilitative private law institution set up by financial fiduciaries law is, as the next two paragraphs emphasize, very different from Penner’s, because we stress, rather than downplay, its internal normative underpinnings. Our treatment of the various doctrines we address below may be read as an illustration, \textit{pace} Penner, of the role normative arguments can, and should, play in the ongoing interpretation, elaboration, and development of such facilitative institutions.
to promote collectivist purposes. Rather, the ambitious facilitation of this vulnerable type of interpersonal relationships implies that the core task of fiduciary law is to structure the *ex ante* entitlements of the parties *inter se* in a way that deters abuse.

Although the economic analysis of fiduciary law offers the sharpest account of the significance of deterrence to the integrity—indeed, the viability—of the law of financial fiduciaries, it has surprisingly, as we have seen, neglected one of the most important means for securing that deterrence. By discarding fiduciary law’s normativity, the economic analysis fails to appreciate law’s role in preserving, sustaining, and reinforcing social norms crucial for the functioning of this type of fiduciary relationship. Law, including that governing financial fiduciaries, is more than a set of incentives that serve as the basis for predicting some external reaction, hostile or favorable, to deviation from or compliance with its dictates. As H.L.A. Hart argued in his critique of the infamous predictive theory of law, legal norms are also taken as bases for claims, demands, and criticism, as standards and guides for conduct and judgment.

Structural pluralism takes seriously the normativity of private law; in fact, in addition to stabilizing expectations, this expressive role of law is, as noted, the reason for the significance structural pluralism accords to the internal coherence of our private law institutions. Accordingly, structural pluralism prescribes that alongside its pursuit of optimal incentives for the proper management of other people’s money, the law of financial fiduciaries should continue to inculcate the traditional cultural perception of trustees and similar financial fiduciaries as “the quintessential figure(s) of the ethical subject as economic subject.”

Performing both these roles is the main—or, at least, a main—challenge of financial

---


106 See DAGAN, supra note 5, at 236. See generally supra note 6, at 5. Compare this way of accommodating prophylaxis in the private law of fiduciaries with Smith’s, *supra* text accompanying notes 75-86.

107 This neglect of law’s expressive function and its attendant role in reinforcing desirable social norms is not inherent to the economic analysis of law. See Robert Cooter, *Expressive Law and Economics*, 27 J. Legal Stud. 585 (1998). Nonetheless, it may be no mere coincidence that the accounts of the law and economics luminaries discussed in Part II.B fail to take this function into consideration: sidestepping the significance of factors that are difficult to measure may be the economist’s professional hazard.


109 See supra text accompanying note 14.

110 BIRLA, supra note 7, at 71. We do not deny, of course, the limits of law’s prescriptive effects and the possibility that in certain cases, rather than validating and entrenching norms in the relevant population, legal intervention might backfire by crowding out internal motivations. The literature on these dynamics of the interaction between law and culture is divided, and we obviously do not purport to resolve this matter here. See Yuval Feldman & Tom R. Tyler, *Mandated Justice: The Potential Promise and Possible Pitfalls of Mandating Procedural Justice in the Workplace*, 2012 Reg. & Gov’t 46. However, we see no reason to suspect a moral backlash that would undermine the instrumentally beneficial role of the traditional expressive function of financial fiduciaries law.
An autonomy-based conception of this private law institution cannot underestimate the importance of its incentives, as formalists and moralists tend to, given the predominantly welfarist purpose for which it is invoked. Respecting fiduciary law’s modus operandi—the particular way in which it enhances people’s autonomy—responsible decisionmakers must consider the effects of the rules they prescribe on the intended beneficiaries. But because these effects are mediated by fiduciaries’ self-understanding of their role, which is, in turn, affected by the normative content the law expresses, our doctrine must also be sensitive to the potential counterproductive effects of incentives that could dilute the normativity of financial fiduciaries law, thereby undermining its material functioning. There is probably no precise formula for optimally balancing these effects. This articulation of the regulative principle of the law governing financial fiduciaries thus requires a critical examination of its main doctrinal features, with an eye to the need to accommodate material incentives and expressive effects as well as to the possible legal techniques that may be available at any given doctrinal junction. The remainder of this Article will be devoted to this task.

B. Reassurance and Critique

1. Sole or Best Interest?

We begin with the most significant doctrinal detail of trust law: the standard of trustees’ loyalty. The traditional standard of loyalty is strict. It prescribes that “[t]he trustee is under a duty to administer the trust solely in the interest of the beneficiaries,” so that any transaction that implicates the trustee’s personal interests will be struck down, even if she can prove that it was in the best interest of the beneficiary. This “sole interest” standard and its attendant “no further inquiry” rule are not absolute, however. Despite being trumpeted time and again by the courts, the sole interest standard gives way, as John Langbein meticulously demonstrated, to a long list of exclusions and categoric

---

111 We do not imply that it is the only challenge of our doctrine. Another important challenge, which we do not address here, is to critically examine whether there are uses, within the broad range of uses trust law currently facilitates, that undermine, rather than enhance, autonomy. A possible candidate for such critical inquiry is the spendthrift trust. See, e.g., GREGORY S. ALEXANDER & HANOCH DAGAN, PROPERTIES OF PROPERTY 306-07 (2012).

112 Cf. LYNN STOUT, CULTIVATING CONSCIENCE 106-08, 249-52 (2011).

113 In this respect we agree with Penner’s description of trust law as “a kind of normative technique”—Penner, supra note 104, at 668—and his celebration of legal professionalism for optimizing the law’s operation, which, “owing to its experience and institutionally transmitted memory, endows it with a surer grasp of human and social nature in the areas of endeavor in which it specializes.” Id. at 670.


exceptions. A transaction or set of transactions that are tainted by the benefit they bestow upon the trustee but are nevertheless in the best interest of the beneficiary are deemed acceptable where the trustee obtains the settlor’s authorization, the beneficiary’s informed consent, or the court’s prior approval. Likewise, courts and legislatures have exempted classes of transactions that implicate the trustee’s self-interest, granting special prerogatives to institutional trustees in the financial-services industry, such as the authority to deposit trust funds in a financial institution affiliated with the trustee’s intrafamilial transactions.

Taking a welfarist perspective, Langbein argues that the traditional sole interest rule should be replaced with a “best interest” rule, although he would still set the burden to prove the fairness of a given transaction on the trustee’s shoulders. This reform, he argues, would conform to a parallel shift in corporate law; it would also make trust law more transparent, given the existing array of exclusions and exceptions that are aimed at incentivizing transactions best promoting beneficiaries’ interests; finally, such a reform would properly protect good faith nonprofessional trustees, who are the main (surprised) victims of the traditional rule. We share many of Langbein’s premises. Like him, we reject the purported moralist foundation of trust law and the attempt to provide conceptual grounding for the sole interest standard. Furthermore, our autonomy-based theory of the law of financial fiduciaries is committed to the law being shaped to maximize beneficiaries’ welfare. And yet we cannot support his proposed reform.

There are three reasons to suggest that the lessons Langbein draws from corporate law lack the force he attributes to them. The first reason aligns with our general emphasis on the diversity of fiduciary forms. Although corporate law considers officers, directors, and controlling shareholders to be fiduciaries, Langbein’s analogy ignores important distinctions between them and fiduciaries subject to trust law. As others demonstrated, these differences are significant and may justify the relative harshness of trust law either due to the availability of alternative means for securing loyalty in the corporate context (notably, the prospect of shareholder exit and shareholders’ ability to replace the managerial team) or due to the relative complexity of the task of corporate directors.
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116 Id. at 963-65.
117 Id. at 968-79.
118 Id. at 969, 979.
119 Id. at 980-82.
120 See respectively id. at 989, 987, 984-85.
121 See, e.g., respectively, Robert H. Sitkoff, The Economic Structure of Fiduciary Law, 91 B.U. L. REV. 1039, 1045 (2011); Leslie, supra note 62, at 99-100. Moreover, the decisions of corporate directors regarding shareholders’ money implicate many other individuals, a complexity that is absent in our case.
Delving into the implications of these differences is beyond the scope of this Article, but suffice it to say that they justify a cautious attitude to this analogy. This is reinforced by the fact that developments in corporate law, especially those involving conflicts between shareholders and managers, might not be triggered by the innocuous pursuit of maximizing shareholders’ welfare but, rather, by a race to the bottom between states competing over incorporation fees and prestige and driven by managers armed with corporate money.

Finally, and maybe most tellingly, the analogy to corporate law may work against Langbein’s normative prescription, because the leading trend over the last decade or so has been a shift away from “best interest” and towards “sole interest.” This has occurred in important (perhaps the most important) areas of conflict-of-interest transactions in the corporate setting: the managerial loan, executive compensation, and the “freeze-out” merger. Thus, in the early years of the twenty-first century, it became evident that managers were abusing the opportunity to borrow from their corporations. A substantial portion of American corporations habitually granted hefty loans to top executives, and the full extent of the benefits built into these loans was partially hidden from the public eye. Concluding that instances of abuse were too frequent, Congress enacted the 2002 Sarbanes-Oxley Act, prohibiting public corporations, with almost no exception, from giving loans to their executives even if in the best interests of the shareholders (and

---

122 It is far from trivial that either the prospect of exit or the ability to replace the managerial team significantly protects shareholders. An exit exercised in the wake of managerial abuse is exit at an inferior price, and thus it does not offer much protection. And while the prospect of exit by many shareholders can benefit them by putting pressure on managers that can impact their behavior, such takeovers require a complex collective action and considerable costs, and is often hampered by anti-takeover devices used by the incumbent managers. See Sharon Hannes, The Market for Takeover Defenses, 101 Nw. U. L. Rev. 125 (2007).


124 We acknowledge that Langbein focuses on much earlier developments in corporate law, but in order for his argument to hold, corporate law must not have reversed its preference. Langbein, supra note 115, at 958-62.

125 See, e.g., Paul Hodgson, My Big Fat Corporate Loan 1 (2002).

126 The benefits that accompanied these loans were subject to mandatory disclosure in these tables only when the loans carried interest below “market rate,” a term vague enough to allow the concealment of many loan-based benefits. See Lucian A. Bebchuk & Robert J. Jackson, Jr., Executive Pensions, 30 J. Corp. L. 823, 824 n.2 (2005). Moreover, executive loans were often forgiven by companies, in whole or in part—yet another boon for managers. Kahle and Shastri showed that from 1996 to 2000, 12.6% of executive loans were forgiven and the interest forgiven in an additional 10.2%. Kathleen M. Kahle & Kuldeep Shastri, Executive Loans, 39 J. Fin. & Quant. Analysis 791, 798 (2004).

127 As is the case with loans to cover managers’ relocation costs or for them to buy shares in the corporation so as to align their incentives with those of the shareholders.
even if preapproved by the latter\textsuperscript{128}). Similar developments—which, taken together, could be indication of a “glorious resurgence” of the “sole interest rule” in corporate law—include the emerging legislative requirement that executive compensation be approved by the shareholders\textsuperscript{129} and the recent shift in the Delaware courts’ treatment of the freeze-out merger,\textsuperscript{130} moving from the “entirely fair to the minority” standard\textsuperscript{131} (a typically lenient best interest rule) to a sole-interest-like requirement of preapproval by a majority of the minority shareholders.\textsuperscript{132}

Although the fact that these developments are taking the path that trust law has long preferred is not indicative of definitive reform, it does suggest a need for some caution before jettisoning the traditional trust law doctrine. This is supported by the regulative principle underlying, in our view, the law of financial fiduciaries, which salvages the seemingly awkward normative structure of a sweeping rule with numerous exceptions typifying traditional trust law.

A financial fiduciaries law aimed, first and foremost, at serving the welfare interests of beneficiaries should favorably carve out, as trust law did, exceptions to the sole interest rule to cover categories of cases in which optimizing beneficiaries’ interests requires allowing fiduciaries some incidental benefits. Therefore, unlike formalist and moralist accounts of this doctrine, our theory is not shaken by the proliferation of such

\textsuperscript{128} Section 402 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which added section 13(k) to the Exchange Act of 1934 (48 Stat. 894). Sarbanes-Oxley Act § 402(a), Pub. L. No. 107-204, 2002 U.S.C.C.A.N. (116 Stat.) at 745, 787 (codified at 15 U.S.C. § 78m(k) (Supp. 2006)). The new prohibition on executive loans also put an end to the practice of granting managers so-called “split-dollar” life insurance policies. The split-dollar arrangement meant that the firm paid the premium on the manager’s life insurance policy; premium payments were treated as a loan to the manager, to be repaid only when she collected her insurance payout. See \textsc{Bebchuk \& Fried, supra} note 126, at 131-32.

\textsuperscript{129} See infra text accompanying notes 210-214.

\textsuperscript{130} The freeze-out merger is a device used by controlling shareholders to buy-out the corporation’s public shareholders and go private. It is perhaps the most extreme example of a conflict-of-interest transaction: it embodies the end of the road for the public shareholders, and the payment that these latter will receive for their shares is a zero-sum game between them and the controlling shareholders. See \textit{generally} \textsc{Samuel C. Thompson, Jr., Business Planning for Mergers and Acquisitions} 1009-11 (3d ed. 2008).

\textsuperscript{131} \textsc{Robert C. Clark, Corporate Law} 518-30 (1986).

exceptions. In fact, because we share Langbein’s critique of the treatment of good-faith nonprofessional trustees, we are unwilling to join Miller in endorsing this aspect of traditional law\textsuperscript{133} and instead commend the emerging jurisprudence that sets new exceptions covering these (relatively rare) cases.\textsuperscript{134} But whereas Langbein’s strictly economic perspective implies that once the “bark” of the sole interest rule has become much “worse than its bite,”\textsuperscript{135} its baseline prescription should be reversed, we applaud the doctrinal structure that supplements a sole interest baseline with as many exceptions as a sound welfarist account prescribes. Our account of the law governing financial fiduciaries suggests that this combination constructs a legal edifice that is well-suited to the main doctrinal challenges of the regulative principle of financial fiduciaries law.

The unique development of the duty of loyalty in trust law seems to subtly, if probably unintentionally, utilize the gap between law’s material effects and its expressive function in order to accommodate the law’s expressive and material goals. Because financial fiduciaries law typically targets sophisticated professionals who have access to ample legal advice, most doctrinal details are likely to be translated into incentives and to generate corresponding behavioral outcomes. But doctrinal details rarely produce broad cultural consequences and, thus, rarely impact broader social norms. Rather, what may affect people’s preferences and values as well as their broader social norms are “the more fundamental legal concepts and institutions.”\textsuperscript{136} Accordingly, in sticking to the conception of the trustee as a person who is morally obligated to serve the beneficiary alone notwithstanding the many refinements to the sole interest rule, trust law reinforces this socially popular perception, which is instrumental in facilitating the (relatively) safe delegation of welfarist interests to trustees.

The existing structure and language of the duty of loyalty in trust law may, indeed, seem puzzling from Langbein’s perspective. Langbein fails to take into account the instrumental value of the social expectations created by the virtuous image of fiduciaries and trust law’s potential contribution to the creation and preservation of this social image. By contrast, our analysis appreciates the expressive effect of law and how broad social norms, alongside the corresponding moral commitments and reputational concerns they may consolidate, can have desirable effects on the behavior of financial fiduciaries. We therefore caution against discarding the existing doctrinal design, which neatly serves financial fiduciary law that must both entrench this social norm and allow conflicted transactions when they typically serve the interests of beneficiaries.

\textsuperscript{133} See supra text accompanying note 28.
\textsuperscript{134} Leslie, supra note 63, at 570, 574, 579.
\textsuperscript{135} Langbein, supra note 115, at 933.
\textsuperscript{136} Dagan, supra note 8, at 133.
There is another benefit to the unique structure of trust law—another challenge it contends with—which might also be at risk under Langbein’s proposed reform. Conceptualizing deviations from the sole interest rule as exceptions could serve as a reminder of the need to scrutinize the justifiability of these exceptions. The ongoing inquiry into the various exceptions (despite their numbers) that could thus be facilitated is worthwhile, perhaps indispensable, in our context, given the strong prospect of abuse—the source of the persistent threat to the functioning of financial fiduciaries law as an autonomy-enhancing private law institution.

Consider, for example, the debate over a 2003 amendment to the Uniform Trust Code that allows a trustee to purchase investment services from a company to which she is connected. This new rule permits investments by institutional trustees in mutual funds run by companies related to them and sanctions the entailed fees and commissions they can thus capture. Langbein argues that the new rule makes good sense, because a settlor who chooses a trustee for her investment expertise will often wish to benefit from the investment vehicles (mutual funds) created by that trustee, rather than use investment services from a third party not chosen by the settlor. Leslie disagrees, contending that even without this rule, settlors (or beneficiaries) could have captured this purported benefit by preapproving such investment strategies, whereas the new rule might encourage trustees to invest in inferior vehicles in order to reap extra fees, thus requiring the weak party to the transaction—the settlor or beneficiary—to pursue protection where they think it necessary.

We do not claim that it is easy to determine the desirability of this new rule. Quite the contrary: a careful comparison of the benefits and costs of this innovative exception is required. More specifically, once enough data have accumulated on this rule, empirical inquiries should examine the relative performance of mutual funds with a trustee as a sponsor vis-à-vis independent mutual funds as well as the portfolio returns of beneficiaries whose trustees invest in related funds (taking into account the returns net of all fees and commissions) in comparison to the returns of other beneficiaries. Fashioning the trustee’s permission to make self-interested investments exceptions makes them salient for investigation, whereas reversing the baseline may obscure the subject’s analytical significance.

138 UNIF. TRUST CODE § 802(f) (amended 2003).
139 Langbein, supra note 115, at 976-78.
140 Leslie, supra note 63, at 570, 574, 579.
141 We do acknowledge, however, that a system based on a rule with exceptions that kick-in very often could run the risk of putting an extra burden on unsophisticated parties, who are those that such a complex
2. Investment Policy

We now turn to the second important duty borne by fiduciaries, the duty of care or prudence, and focus on the investment strategy that the fiduciary should adopt on behalf of the beneficiary. Whereas the duty of loyalty may well be fiduciary law’s most distinctive feature, it is the duty of care and, more specifically, the investment policy it prescribes that are paramount in the context of the autonomy-enhancing promise to enable people to safely delegate the authority to manage their financial resources.\footnote{Investment responsibility is only one component of financial fiduciaries’ active duties—at times they make assessments about how much to distribute to beneficiaries and to which ones—but it is surely the most significant.}

As can be expected, the literature on investment policy is mostly economic in nature. But interestingly enough, its starting point—in line with our approach—is that efficiency in our context means an investment policy that is tailored to the preferences of the particular beneficiary.\footnote{See Max H. Schanzenbach & Robert H. Sitkoff, The Prudent Investor Rule: A Theoretical and Empirical Reassessment 17 (2013) (unpublished manuscript).} On this background, we attempt, in this section, to contribute to the debate over the lessons to be drawn from the 2008 financial crisis regarding the regulation of trustee investment policy. In order to set the stage for this discussion, we begin with some conventional wisdom that shows that the prudence of investment policies that satisfy the duty of care does, and should, vary for different types of fiduciaries. As supported by our structural pluralist approach, rather than looking for a unifying principle, an account of fiduciaries’ duties of care must carefully analyze the diverging tasks performed by different fiduciaries.\footnote{Recall that these differences also affect the pertinent standard of care. See supra text accompanying notes 43-45.}

Individuals tend to diversify their passive investments.\footnote{When a person manages her own business, she is unable to diversify her wealth. But given passive investments and liquid markets, such as securities exchanges, diversification can be achieved at a relatively low cost.} They do not need to be able to hold to any one particular financial theory in order to refrain from putting all of their eggs into one basket. This commonsensical idea dovetails with modern portfolio theory, which teaches that diversification (famously called “the only free lunch” in economics) allows investors to avoid the idiosyncratic risks of each individual

\[\text{structure is intended to protect in the first place. This observation may imply that financial fiduciaries law should prescribe disclosure as a prerequisite to the application of at least some of these exceptions (as it does, for example, regarding the double commission earned when the trustee uses investment vehicles that she herself manages, such as mutual funds, Leslie, supra note 63, at 576-77). If also underlies the significance of stickiness we discuss in Section III.B.3 below.}\]
investment. For quite some time, corporate managers acted as though their companies’ wealth was their own and diversified “their” portfolios. This led to the creation in the 1960s and 1970s of enormous conglomerates, each of which controlled multiple subsidiaries in different sectors of the economy. Such internal diversification turns out to be a particularly pernicious strategy, however: The resulting corporate structures are too complex to manage, rendering their central administration an overhead consumer that adds no significant managerial value. They are also extremely opaque and therefore very hard for analysts to read and for markets to discipline. Moreover, they facilitate a harmful process of cross-subsidization, whereby a weaker arm of the conglomerate is subsidized by its healthy subsidiaries, thus distorting the incentives of division managers and insulating their tenure from downturns in specific sectors of the economy. The ensuing losses suffered by these conglomerates (and their shareholders) resulted in a broad process of “deconglomeration” throughout the 1980s. Once the markets came to appreciate the harmful downside of internal corporate diversification, it became common wisdom that corporate managers should generally stick to a single area of expertise and allow investors to take care of the diversification of their portfolios, either by themselves or through the services of money-manager trustees.

In sharp contrast to the optimal investment strategy of corporate fiduciaries, money-manager trustees should generally diversify the assets in the trust’s portfolio as a prudent investor would normally do with her own portfolio. To be sure, the prescription of diversification, at least in its current rigorous form, is relatively new to financial fiduciaries law. The traditional common law rule set an exhaustive list of permissible investments, which included (extremely) safe investments and emphatically excluded

---


147 Specifically, such cross-subsidization alleviates the pressure that would otherwise accumulate on underperforming division managers and penalizes successful division managers by siphoning off the capital that they need in order to fund future operations.


150 For a recent analysis of the historical development sketched in the text, see Adam S. Hofri-Winograd, *The Stripping of the Fund: From Evolutionary Scripts to Distributive Results* (2013) (unpublished manuscript, on file with authors).
risky securities. The standard then gradually shifted in both the U.K. and U.S. toward the so-called (old) “prudent man” standard, which abolished the fixed list of investments and directed the trustee to instead adhere to the practices of prudent marketplace investors. The courts, however, continued to be partial to safer investments. And since the conventional form of trustee compensation does not give the trustee a cut of the trust’s profits, the threat of liability, however slight, led trustees to be highly conservative in their investment strategies. Scholars began to argue that the law should be modified so as to encourage trustees to make riskier investments for their beneficiaries, as prescribed by modern portfolio theory. The law finally changed, primarily in the 1990s, moving towards the modern “prudent investor” standard. Under this new standard, trustees were granted the discretion to invest in any asset they saw fit. And while they were still required to take into account the settlor’s and beneficiary’s penchant for risk, riskiness was to be evaluated vis-à-vis the portfolio as a whole, not its specific investments. The rationale for the rule that no asset is off the table is that the riskiness of any particular investment, however dangerous, may be uncorrelated with the riskiness of other investments; as a result, the inclusion of a risky investment in a portfolio may increase returns without adding a significant amount of risk. Empirical research has shown that this modification to the law—even though only a default rule like prior standards—changed the way institutional trustees handle their trusts. The proportion of the average trust portfolio devoted to stock in fact rose by as much as 4.5%.

In the wake of the 2008 stock market crisis, a few scholars suggested that these most recent changes did not serve beneficiaries well and should be reevaluated. Joshua Getzler, focusing on the U.K., argues that a reversal should be considered—not merely back to the prudent man standard, but to the “court list” rule that prohibits altogether certain investments, such as corporate stock. Stewart Sterk, too, is concerned that the new prudent investor standard has been harmful to investors, but he offers a less restrictive

151 See Getzler, supra note 62, at 13-16.


153 See generally Longstreth, supra note 152, at 5.


155 Unif. Prudent Investor ACT § 2 cmt. (1994); Restatement (Third) of Trusts § 227 (1992); Pensions ACT 1995 § 34(1); Trustee ACT 2000 § 3(1).


157 Getzler, supra note 62, at 26-27.
suggestion. Sterk contends that a pair of safe harbors should be enacted: one that protects trustees from liability for excessive risk if they invest less than 60% of the trust’s portfolio in equity, and another that precludes liability for insufficient risk if trustees invest at least 40% of the portfolio in equity. Moreover, in order to prevent a trustee from investing in specific, overpriced assets (since occasional market bubbles are presumably inevitable), Sterk would require a trustee engaged in active investment practices to explain to the court, in the event of failure, why he made each specific investment. Sterk claims that once trustees were permitted to invest in all possible ventures without fear of liability, they began to consider extremely dangerous investments with high returns. Then, when they achieved high returns, they were able to attract more clients by advertising these returns but downplaying the levels of risk they entailed. During market downturns, Sterk further argues, competing money managers are unlikely to advertise their returns at all, and therefore a highly risky investment strategy generates minimal risk for trustees. Sterk believes that the introduction of his safe harbors would help to reduce these excessive risk levels.

Max Schanzenbach and Robert Sitkoff reject Sterk’s proposal as well as any other alternative to the modern prudent investor standard. They argue, first, that there is no evidence that alternative investment strategies would have served beneficiaries better during the recent crisis. Second, they offer their own empirical study showing that the institutional trustees, who substantially increased their trusts’ investment in shares after the adoption of the modern prudent investor standard, were those whose beneficiaries were well-suited to bearing the additional risk. Finally, and most importantly, Schanzenbach and Sitkoff claim that a safe harbor that shields trustees from liability if they follow certain guidelines would cause too many trustees to follow these guidelines: “[T]he offering of safe harbors or creation of ‘suspect’ equities classes must be weighed against the realities of agency costs in the trustee-beneficiary relationship. As long as

159 Id. at 891.
160 Id. at 896.
161 Id. at 882, 887.
162 Id. at 887.
163 Schanzenbach & Sitkoff, supra note 143.
164 Id. at 2, 7.
165 See id. at 26-40.
trustees are compensated by a percentage of the corpus, they have little incentive to increase returns.”

Both sides of this debate make valid points, at least in theory. It is true, as Schanzenbach and Sitkoff note, that the old regime did not encourage enough risk-taking and that “formerly disfavored assets” may in fact be “an important part of a diversification strategy” insofar as they are “not perfectly correlated with other asset classes.”

By the same token, although given the heterogeneity of beneficiaries’ preferences we are hesitant to endorse the idea of general legislative rigid thresholds of investment in equity (even if crafted as safe harbors), Sterk may well be right that the new, more fluid standard drives trustees towards excessive risk-taking, especially in times of market bubbles and overpriced equity. To be sure, some of Sterk’s concerns may (and should) be ameliorated through rules that prevent trustees from attracting clients by advertising inflated returns that stem from extreme risks: trustees who publicize their past returns should be required to provide information for a long period of time along with data on the riskiness of their investments, such as the percentage of their investments in equity. But it is not clear that these measures can sufficiently overcome the concern with excessive risk-taking.

The valid and conflicting concerns raised by these commentators can be attributed to a large extent to the detrimental impact of the traditional way trustees (and trust advisors) are compensated, which is typically computed as a set annual percentage of the value of the trust’s assets (“percentage-of-the-corpus-based compensation”). The prudent man standard might have worked well had it paired the relatively mild threat of liability for speculative investing with some type of performance-based remuneration allowing the trustee to enjoy more of an upside from fruitful investments. Similarly, the threat of excessive risk-taking could be alleviated were trustees to share in the risk by way of a suitable fee formula (or share the investments themselves). Moreover, the prevailing trustee fee structure has an especially harmful effect during market bubbles, when overpriced investment opportunities become readily available. The reason for this is that the percentage-of-the-assets fee structure in which financial fiduciaries can gain or lose

---

166 Id. at 13.
167 Id. at 10.
168 As the text implies, if investments of a specific kind are overseen by a regulator, such as a pension regulator, it would seem reasonable for her to set thresholds that are circumstance-dependent and subject to periodic revision.
170 The trustee’s upside under the percentage-of-the-corpus-based compensation structure is extremely mild. To exemplify, if the annual return earned is 5% and the percentage-of-the-corpus is 1%, the trustee enjoys an upside of only 0.05% of the assets she manages.
mostly from getting a larger or smaller market share, generates, or enhances, a herding problem. A money manager currently loses almost nothing, given this fee structure, by performing badly, as long as her peers do not perform much better. And since the upside of outsmarting the rest of the market is likewise quite limited, at least in the short run, money managers will often opt to simply mimic their peers’ investment strategies. This herding tendency may be especially harmful in times of market bubbles, because herding exacerbates bubbles. Since this may have been a background factor in the recent financial crisis (especially the subprime crash), we believe that it may well be high time for a change to the traditional fee structure for financial fiduciaries.

A thorough discussion of what fee structure could produce optimal incentives for money managers’ investment policy is not necessary for the purposes of this Article, but two conclusions seem, nonetheless, appropriate. First, we assert that an analysis of financial fiduciaries’ investment policy must reexamine their compensation structure. (This conclusion drives, to some extent, our treatment of the relationship between fiduciary compensation and the duty of loyalty in our last section.) Second, although we find overly aggressive the suggestion that financial fiduciaries’ fees follow hedge-fund managers’ fees, a generous (usually 20%) cut of the profits, we believe that a balanced scheme can be reached. For instance, the fee structure could be along the lines of restricted stock grants to corporate managers, so that the fiduciary would share the fate of her beneficiary for better or worse. Such a fee structure would be symmetric in that managers would enjoy part of the fruits of success, but their exposure to the downside could prevent them from taking excessive risks.

---

171 For a general description of the sub-prime crisis, see Adam J. Levitin & Susan M. Wachte, Explaining the Housing Bubble, 100 GEO. L.J. 1177 (2012).

172 Untraditional fee structures may be found even today in the incentive schemes of investment advisors. In a directed trust it is possible to outsource the investment function to an investment advisor who directs the trustee how to invest the assets of the trust. In such cases it is common to find success fees and untraditional fee arrangements for the advisor. Interestingly, it is unclear to which extent the investment advisor is subject to the requirements of trust law. For a discussion of directed trustees and the function of the investment advisor in such trusts, see JESSE DUKE MINIER & ROBERT H. SITKOFF, WILLS, TRUSTS AND ESTATES 654 (9th ed., 2013).

173 Illig, supra note 169, at 102.

174 See Kevin J. Murphy, Executive Compensation: Where We Are, and How We Got There, in HANDBOOK OF THE ECONOMICS OF FINANCE (George Constantinides et al. eds., forthcoming 2013), available at http://ssrn.com/abstract=2041679 (manuscript at 10) (showing that in 2010, restricted stock awards composed 32% of the value of the average pay package of CEOs in the largest 500 U.S. companies).
3. Opt-Outs

We began our doctrinal survey with the duty of loyalty—reaffirming its traditional contents along the lines of the sole interest rule—because it is the signature feature of fiduciary law. Adding to this our earlier discussion of the disgorgement remedy for disloyalty and the duty of care just covered, we have much of the doctrinal fabric of the law of financial fiduciaries. Our next inquiry relates to the status of this doctrine: Is it, as its canonical economic analysis suggests, “naturally” open to contrary agreement by the parties, just like any other default, or should it instead be deemed immutable, as the moralist account of the duty of loyalty may suggest, at least if taken to its logical conclusion? We believe that it should be neither. Rather than comprising “mere” defaults or fully mandatory rules, we conceptualize financial fiduciaries law as a set of “sticky” default rules wrapped in two standards—the duty of loyalty and the duty of care—which can be similarly derogated, but not completely set aside.

Our starting point is structural pluralism’s emphasis on private law’s autonomy-enhancing role, which implies a wide scope of freedom of contract. For pluralists, private law institutions offer unifying normative ideals for core categories of interpersonal relationships. Under this approach, people should be able to choose from these institutions in line with their own conceptions of the good and the means necessary for its realization given their particular needs and circumstances. This fundamental commitment to self-authorship—accompanied by a degree of caution regarding legal regimes that put too much power in the hands of lawmakers—requires that, in general, people should be able to choose not only from among the various private law institutions, but also within each of them. Immutability is troublesome from this perspective, because it does not accommodate heterogeneity, let alone idiosyncrasy, nor does it sufficiently accommodate the possibility of mistaken rules. Thus, where no third-party negative externalities are at stake, private law should not force its rules; rather, people should be able “to enter into private agreements that alter the rules of the pertinent institution if they

---

175 See supra text accompanying notes 49-54.
176 See Sitkoff, supra note 121, at 1045. See also text accompanying note 48.
177 Our cautious language is not unintentional. We know of no author who advocates full immutability, which fact may be indicative of the difficulties faced by the moralist account of fiduciary law.
179 Cf. JOSEPH RAZ, Liberalism, Scepticism, and Democracy, in ETHICS IN THE PUBLIC DOMAIN: ESSAYS IN THE MORALITY OF LAW AND POLITICS 82, 105 (1994): Because autonomy is emphatically “incompatible with any vision of morality being thrust down people’s throats,” it must stop there and “leave individuals free to make their lives what they will.”
so choose, tailoring their arrangements in accordance with how they prefer to cast their interpersonal relationships."\(^{180}\) Of course, in certain contexts, the law might legitimately regulate and, at times, even strictly scrutinize such opt-outs in order to guarantee that they do, indeed, reflect people’s informed and rational choices. Nonetheless, to the extent possible, private law should attempt to overcome problems of information asymmetry and cognitive biases by prescribing sticky defaults rather than by curtailing choice through mandatory rules.\(^{181}\)

It is hard to see why any specific rule of financial fiduciaries law should not be subject to these conclusions.\(^{182}\) After all, significant welfare interests of the beneficiaries are on the line, and it is unlikely that government officials will inevitably do better than the parties at analyzing the situation and choosing the optimal solution. And while it is true that private parties suffer from cognitive-behavioral biases, limited willpower, and many other imperfections (that may well justify stickiness), public officials are not necessarily immune from these either or, for that matter, other similar (some say more powerful) biases.\(^{183}\) Even the expressive function of the duty of loyalty does not justify immutability, as opposed to stickiness. To be sure, we do not deny that immutability may send a clear and strong message that, arguably, supports and enhances a particular social norm. We also acknowledge that there may be cases where there is no other viable way to express such a message (the legal regime governing insider trading in securities law may

---

\(^{180}\) Dagan, supra note 8, at 1436. There are, of course, further reasons for preferring defaults, although they diverge from the private law commitments underlying this Article. Immutable rules leave no room for experimentation and thus impede the prospect of constructive bottom-up legal evolution. They also hamper parties’ ability to signal their dissatisfaction with the law by opting out of its standard and thereby pressure the legal system to improve its performance. The possibility of sending such signals and the courts’ need to take this kind of feedback into account are additional benefits of default rules. See Sharon Hannes, *Business Judgment Rule*, 31 TAU L. REV. 313, 331-32 (2008) (in Hebrew). For a discussion of a well-known corporate law example of such feedback, see Henry N. Butler, Smith v. Van Gorkom, *Jurisdictional Competition, and the Role of Random Mutations in the Evolution of Corporate Law*, 45 WASHBURN L.J. 267 (2006).

\(^{181}\) See Dagan, supra note 8, at 1436. Admittedly, at times immutability seems to be the only credible solution. See Shavell, supra note 50, at 207-14.

\(^{182}\) The rule governing delegation of investment decisions, which we do not discuss in detail in this Article, can exemplify this. Prior to the Uniform Prudent Investor Act of 1994, the default was that investment decisions should not be delegated by the trustee, but if the trustee does decide to delegate, then he or she is liable for any negligent act by the investment advisor. Given the enhanced duty to diversify and, in turn, the greater need to delegate investment decisions, section 9 of the Uniform Prudent Investor Act changed the default, and the trustee is currently liable only for negligent selection of the investment advisor. Schanzenzach & Sitkoff, supra note 143, at 14, hail this change, whereas Sterk, supra note 158, at 898, prefers the old default. We would opt for a middle-ground default rule that imposes liability on the trustee if the delegation was to an entity or person who was (1) professionally unfit for the stint or (2) lacked the financial resources or insurance that could meet potential liability. The trustee could opt-out of this standard after alerting the settlor or receiving permission from the beneficiary.

be one such case in point\textsuperscript{184}). But we do dispute that all default rules, irrespective of their structure and degree of stickiness, carry no normative content or signal indifference regarding the law’s expressive message. While the rhetoric of gap-filling and optionality may dilute this expressive function,\textsuperscript{185} the law can structure its doctrine so as to preserve, even inculcate, the social norms it deems of value, without sacrificing people’s ability to opt out of its rules.\textsuperscript{186}

Financial fiduciaries law can, and to some extent already does, address both the behavioral and expressive concerns while avoiding immutability. One important way to do this is by offering loyalty and care as defaults. As we argue, while embracing the traditional sole interest rule, such a default rule—like the reasonableness counterpart insofar as the duty of care is concerned—serves an important expressive function, especially in an environment that increasingly requires the carving-out of exceptions and exemptions. These traditional defaults are also justified on behavioral grounds that seem particularly pertinent to weak and unsophisticated parties. Even if most beneficiaries prefer a different default, opting out of the sole interest rule seems to yield lower expected costs for them than the expected costs entailed by a more subtle default for unsophisticated beneficiaries (and settlors). Therefore, even if it were to turn out that most fiduciary relationships choose to opt-out of a sole interest default rule by, for example, authorizing certain interested transactions, financial fiduciaries law should not replace its demanding defaults with simple majoritarian rules.\textsuperscript{187}

A second, no less important legal device that can help financial fiduciaries law attain the delicate balance between opting-out and expressiveness, while properly addressing these behavioral concerns, is “impeding altering rules.”\textsuperscript{188} We join Leslie in insisting that although parties should be (and, in fact, are) able to “authorize particular acts that would otherwise be a breach of the duty [of loyalty],” this should be allowed by way of “limited, specific initial waivers,” and they should not be able (and, in fact, are unable) to “agree to

\textsuperscript{184} Although some aspects of this regime are governed by default rules, it is, on the whole, an immutable body of law. We suspect that in this case, the law’s expressive function could justify the use of mandatory norms. Insider trading is quite difficult to detect, especially when conducted by private actors. Insider trading laws are therefore typically enforced by public agents, and they carry grave penalties intended to counteract the slim chances of detection. See Thomas Lee Hazen, Securities Regulation 334-35 (2011). This strategy is also supported by the social norm condemning insider trading. Thus, here, too, the law has an important expressive function; and since it would probably seem odd for offenders to be crucified for insider trading even as firms are permitted to opt-out of the prohibition on such conduct, a mandatory rule may be justified by the expressive function of the law.

\textsuperscript{185} See Leslie, supra note 62, at 69-70, 91, 116.

\textsuperscript{186} See Dagan, supra note 8, at 1436. But cf. Leslie, supra note 62, at 89.


\textsuperscript{188} Ayres, supra note 178, at 2086.
dispense with the duty entirely.” Sweeping exculpatory clauses run counter to the core social meaning of financial fiduciaries law as a private law institution, and a fully informed settler would be unlikely to agree to them.

We also endorse Leslie’s claim that a similar approach should apply regarding the duty of care for professional financial fiduciaries; or at least that the law should resort to a “thought-requiring altering rule” by requiring fiduciaries who offer a broad exculpatory clause for a discount to offer two different prices for the two types of services.

Other impeding altering rules could further enable opting-out without diluting the normative force of financial fiduciaries law or risking suboptimal opt-outs, especially by less sophisticated parties who may otherwise be paradoxically misled by fiduciary law’s expressive function. Leslie supports, as do we, requiring financial fiduciaries who offer “suspicious” waivers (e.g., investing in their own investment vehicles and thus earning double commissions) to at least notify their beneficiaries about their conflicting interest (if not required to choose between the commissions). Along the same lines, financial fiduciaries law can use (if proper legislative measures are undertaken) a “reversibility altering rule” to contend with the concern that if circumstances change and pro-fiduciary norms become outdated, it tends to be difficult for beneficiaries to adjust them. This rule could take the form of a sunset provision, requiring beneficiaries to periodically confirm that they are still interested in these provisions. Alternatively, the legislature or courts could be authorized to create new, future-oriented defaults if they identify a market-wide change in circumstances that calls into question all choices made by parties.

---


190 Id., at 95-110. But cf. Hofri-Winogradow, supra note 150, at * (arguing, based on a U.K. empirical study of settlors’ attitudes towards exculpatory clauses, that “most settlors are unlikely to be sufficiently aware of the implications” of such clauses).

191 Ayres, supra note 178, at 2069-71.

192 Leslie, supra note 62, at 102.

193 See id. at 116.

194 See Ayres, supra note 178, at 2083-84. Ayres does not address sunset provisions of the type we recommend here. His example of a reversibility altering rule—of cooling-off periods—has the effect of allowing the reconsideration of decisions that were initially mistaken and is especially effective against aggressive marketing techniques. Sunset provisions are important for allowing people to correct their decisions following changed circumstances that demonstrate that they either were initially mistaken or no longer properly serve the intended interests.

195 For examples of sunset provisions, see Hong Kong law on prolonged interested party transactions, RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS AND MINORITY SHAREHOLDER RIGHTS, supra note 132, at 35, and similar legislation in Israel, Companies Law 5759–1999, 44 L.S.I. . 119 § 275(a1), § 121(c) (1999). However, it is worth keeping in mind that a beneficiary-reconfirmation requirement could cause holdout problems in certain circumstances.
to fiduciary relationships at earlier dates. Such unique altering rules would override all prior opt-outs from anti-fiduciary rules, but, at the same time, would allow parties to reaffirm their wish to deviate from the default by choosing to opt-out once again.

These and other possible measures would all be intended to ensure that an opt-out is deemed valid by the court if and only if (1) it is sufficiently detailed and refers to circumstances the beneficiary (or testator) can reasonably assess ex ante (this requirement implies that no wholesale list of all possible exemptions should be validated) and (2) it is carried out in a way that conforms with an altering rule tailored to address the problem this category of exemption could raise for weak and unsophisticated beneficiaries (or testators). Focusing on these latter actors is, of course, the most important prescription of an autonomy-based analysis of the law of financial fiduciaries (given that there is no simple way of splitting up the universe of beneficiaries into distinct categories).

4. Fiduciaries’ Compensation

Our last—and quite critical—doctrinal question concerns fiduciary compensation. Although historically, the paradigmatic financial fiduciary was a distinguished family or community member who performed the task of trusteeship gratuitously, nowadays it is a professional profit-making money-managing firm. This is not necessarily a detrimental development and in fact quite understandable given the increasingly complicated tasks involved. What we do find worrisome is fiduciary law’s standard disinterest in the fiduciary’s pay, which is perceived as exogenous to the duty of loyalty despite the truism that this compensation comes at the beneficiary’s expense.

Two explanations have been offered for this approach. Miller suggests that because the duty of loyalty focuses on the fiduciary’s execution of the beneficiary’s mandate, it cannot conceptually cover compensation arrangements, which are determined before the

---


197 Interestingly, we can identify cases in which corporate law took a similar position. For instance, when Delaware allowed companies to exempt directors from liability for breaches of the duty of care, it maintained a full liability default, although as expected, the vast majority of the companies immediately opted out and exempted their directors. See Butler, supra note 180. This minoritarian standard may have been justified in order to protect shareholders who prefer to preserve liability but would have found it hard to opt out from a reverse no-liability standard.

198 Our commitment to the rule of law further implies the rejection of a regime that determines, on an ad-hoc basis, which altering rule should apply according to its assessment of the circumstances of the case.

199 See Leslie, supra note 62, at 86.

200 See supra text accompanying note 28.
fiduciary takes office. Leslie provides practical support for the same comforting conclusion: that “allowing settlors to compensate professional trustees generate[s] obvious benefits for the trust, with no offsetting risk.” We find neither of these arguments convincing. Perhaps the currently prevalent compensation arrangements are indeed innocent, but this is a contingent conclusion; it is important to understand that it is misguided, and even potentially damaging, to view fiduciary pay as lying outside the ambit of the duty of loyalty. This may well be the most significant doctrinal implication of our account.

If there is one area in fiduciary law that can benefit from the corporate experience it is fiduciary pay, given the overwhelming contribution of modern schemes of executive compensation to two financial mega-crises over the last decade or so. The corporate context demonstrates that fiduciary compensation cannot be regarded as temporally extrinsic to the fiduciary relationship, because compensation is often adjusted over the lifetime of such long-term relationships. Indeed, in the last four decades, these adjustments took the form of an enormous upsurge in corporate executive pay. Moreover, as Lucian Bebchuk and Jesse Fried argue, this upward shift in executive compensation occurred, in part, because managers were able to influence the amounts of compensation they received. This “managerial power hypothesis”—which may be relevant also in fiduciary settings in which compensation is determined while the relationship is ongoing and is thus influenced by the fiduciary—is cogent and convincing. Yet it seems that traditional corporate law also contributed to this unjustified trend and should therefore share in the blame. In line with the conventional divorce of fiduciary pay from the fiduciary relationship, which we criticize, American corporate law did not view pay practices as conflict-of-interest transactions and, therefore, did not set the appropriate safeguards.

This cautionary note is bolstered by the fact that, pace Leslie, compensation formulas could generate conflicts of interest and that the potential effects of these conflicts are both severe and very hard to predict at the outset. The corporate setting thus

201 Miller, supra note 15, at *; see also supra text accompanying note 28.
202 Leslie, supra note 63, at 568.
203 After adjustment for inflation, the average pay package earned by CEOs in the largest U.S. firms rose from $1.1 million in 1970 to $17.7 million in 2000; it then flattened out, however, to $10.2 million in 2010. Murphy, supra note 174, at 14. The increase in average total CEO compensation was even more stunning in the period from 1993 and 2000, climbing from $3,700,000 to more than $17,000,000. Lucian A. Bebchuk & Yaniv Grinstein, The Growth of Executive Pay, 21 OXFORD REV. ECON. POL’Y 283, 285 tbl.1 (2005); see also Brian J. Hall & Kevin J. Murphy, The Trouble with Stock Options, 17 J. ECON. PERSP. 49, 51 (2003).
205 See CLARK, supra note 131, at 192.
offers a further, disturbing lesson: pay formulas designed to enhance the fiduciary’s incentives and to align her interests with those of the beneficiary may, ironically, exacerbate the agency problem and aggravate the prospect of abuse by the fiduciary. The sharp rise in corporate executive compensation can, accordingly, be attributed in large part to the corresponding dramatic increase in stock-option grants to executives.\footnote{In 1985, stock options represented only 8% of the value of average total CEO compensation in the largest U.S. companies. Linda J. Barris, \textit{The Overcompensation Problem: A Collective Approach to Controlling Executive Pay}, 68 \textit{Ind. L.J.} 59, 64 (1992). However, they grew rapidly and steadily more central to compensation through the 1990s, cresting at 78% in 2000 and 76% in 2001. Bebchuk & Grinstein, \textit{supra} note 203, at 290 tbl.4; \textit{see also} Murphy, \textit{supra} note 203, at 848. To understand the magnitude of this shift, note that the salary component of CEO compensation averaged about $1 million in 2000, whereas the average value of stock-option grants to CEOs in that same year was over $12 million. Murphy, \textit{supra} note 174, at 13-16.}


Ultimately, Congress had to switch course and recognize that executive pay should be handled more carefully. This led to the incorporation of a “say-on-pay” mechanism into the Dodd-Frank Act.\(^{211}\) And while the outcome of the shareholders’ vote is currently only precatory in the U.S.,\(^{212}\) it might soon become binding overseas. The U.K., which has had a bit more experience than the U.S. with the say-on-pay requirement, is currently witnessing a shift towards a binding shareholder vote on executive compensation.\(^{213}\) It is not by chance that this new requirement in the U.S. for shareholder approval of compensation mirrors the traditional trust-law structure of conflict-of-interest transactions, namely: a sole interest rule paired with an exception for transactions that are approved by the beneficiaries (here, the shareholders). Thus, compensation arrangements should not be regarded as intrinsically beyond the scope of the duty of loyalty because they obviously violate the sole interest rule. Delaware’s Chancery Court recently affirmed this important understanding when it decided (in departure from earlier decisions) to scrutinize a director’s stock-option plan as a possible breach of the duty of loyalty, even though the plan had been generally approved by the company’s stockholders.\(^{214}\)

These changes have been triggered by the macro consequences of the fiascos that generated the recent financial crisis. But behind these consequences stand real people whose trust has been betrayed and fortunes depleted. Corporate law had to experience


\(^{212}\) Shareholders litigation aimed against corporate directors that approved compensation packages against the shareholders vote have consistently failed. See, e.g., Raul v Rynd, No. 11-560-LPS, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 25256, at 28-32 (D. Del. March 14, 2013). However, and notwithstanding the advisory nature of the shareholders vote, the empirical evidence indicates that more than half of the firms respond to adverse shareholders vote by engaging with investors and making changes to their compensation plans. See, Yonca Ertimur et al., Shareholder Vote and Proxy Advisors: Evidence from Say on Pay (2013), available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2019239. Many other firms try to evade such an outcome at the outset by adapting to shareholders anticipated wishes.


such tragedies in order to internalize that the compensation of corporate managers should be treated as an exception to the sole interest rule, which, accordingly, would make such executive compensation plans valid only if preapproved and carefully scrutinized. Because fiduciary pay is no different in this respect, a theory of financial fiduciaries that is attuned to the paramount interests of those whose autonomy it seeks to enhance cannot ignore these lessons (and should not be swayed by the fact that compensation schemes that distort fiduciaries’ incentives are not necessarily immoral and might not implicate aspects of the beneficiary’s personality). Compensation of financial fiduciaries may well be, at this point, unavoidable in this private law institution. It thus warrants an exemption from the sole interest rule. But it is wrong and, as we have seen, potentially devastating to treat it as exogenous to the fiduciary relationship. Construing fiduciary pay as an exception to the rule implies that those crafting or sanctioning remuneration schemes must keep the beneficiaries’ interests in mind. It also preserves the presumption that this kind of transaction—given the fiduciary’s personal interest in it—should be carefully scrutinized and periodically reexamined.

This conclusion is, by and large, forward-looking: The typical compensation schemes for financial trustees are presently not afflicted with the most severe problems that plagued its corporate counterparts. But because, as noted, more sophisticated pay structures may well be in the making, certain safeguards are required. Thus, the current fee structure for pension plan trustees, based on a fixed annual percentage of the assets they oversee does not incentivize short-termism or intense risk-taking. Quite the contrary: Under such a scheme, not only does the money manager not reap immediate profit from short-term gains or excessively risky investments, but she can also expect to be rewarded for long-term successes. For once performance can be assessed, more money is likely to be channeled to the best money managers, and consequently, the fees generated as a percentage of the assets they manage will increase. But given the significant distortions (noted above) this conventional fee structure yields for financial fiduciaries’ investment strategies, the formula may eventually change. If and when this happens, it will be important to keep in mind the conflict of interest that more sophisticated pay structures tend to produce. Here lies the importance of monitoring fiduciary pay as an exception to the sole interest rule and of periodically reexamining its impact for the sake of the economy and of the beneficiaries whose pensions, savings, and bequests are at stake.

Finally, even today, with the traditional compensation formulas for money-managing fiduciaries still firmly in place, it is important to keep in mind that their pay is but an

---

215 See supra text accompanying notes 171-174.
216 See supra text accompanying notes 169.
217 See supra text accompanying notes 169-174.
exception to the sole interest rule. This could justify close scrutiny, and the reason stems from the first lesson we drew from corporate law: that fiduciary pay is often not an arm’s length transaction.218 A case illustrating this problem is Jones v. Harris,219 which revolved around the court review standard for compensation of a mutual fund advisor (the fund’s de-facto money manager) that by law “shall be deemed to have a fiduciary duty with respect to the receipt of compensation.”220 Whereas Judge Easterbrook refused to examine the “reasonableness” of the advisor’s fee,221 Judge Posner delivered a strong dissent, where he explained that “a particular concern in this case is the advisor’s charging its captive funds more than twice what it charges independent funds.”222 Posner’s opinion, which highlights the advisor’s influence on its own pay-setting mechanism and advocates more careful scrutiny of the size of the advisor’s fee package,223 is clearly preferable. Furthermore, because fiduciary pay should be governed by norms similar to those governing other deviations from the sole interest rule, his approach should apply to all instances of fiduciary pay that are not set by a market mechanism or other reassuring device.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Financial fiduciaries law is an important case study on the contribution of private law to our personal autonomy. In a complicated world, with increasingly complex challenges to our ability to manage our finances and secure our welfare, the law of financial fiduciaries offers the option of delegating the authority to do so to others. For this option to be viable and enable us to focus on our intrinsically valuable projects, the law must appreciate the significant risks of abuse and carelessness inherent to the delegation of such discretionary authority, while keeping in mind beneficiaries’ welfarist purposes. Financial fiduciary law should, therefore, tailor its rules to provide fiduciaries with optimal incentives while, at the same time, sustaining and even inculcating the social norms associating these rules with the virtues of trust and loyalty.

This Article celebrates the structure of traditional financial fiduciaries law, which tackles its challenging mission by entrenching a strict sole interest rule alongside many exceptions and exemptions that serve beneficiaries’ best interests. Yet it also offers some

218 See supra text accompanying notes 204-205.
219 Jones v. Harris Assoc. L.P., 527 F.3d 627 (No. 07-1624) (7th Cir. May 19, 2008), reh’g denied, 537 F.3d 728 (7th Cir. Aug. 8, 2008).
221 Jones, 537 F.3d at 733.
222 Id. at 731.
223 Id. at 731-32.
direction for reform that could further the law’s ability to pursue this task. Financial fiduciaries law should allow opt-outs but also design a range of sticky defaults that respond to the needs of relatively weak and unsophisticated beneficiaries. The law should also realize the significance of revisiting the fee structure for fiduciaries, as well as reexamine its investment policy prescriptions. Finally and significantly, it should renounce its traditional treatment of fiduciary pay so that it is no longer considered exogenous to the duty of loyalty.